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. Robinson & Gioconda Espinoza Robinson * Victor Tirado Lopez is one of the elder veterans
of the Sandinista movement, having joined the Sandinista National Liberation Front (FSLN) in
1963, just two years after its formation. After 16 years as a guerrilla commander and clandestine
political organizer, Tirado became one of the nine members of the FSLN national directorate in
1979, and was responsible during the Sandinistas' tenure in government (1979-1990) for developing
policies regarding the labor and peasant movements. The author of "Nicaragua: Una Nueva
Democracia en el Tercer Mundo" (Editorial Vanguardia, 1987), Tirado has also gained a reputation
as a controversial and "non-traditional" political thinker of the Latin American left. As part of a
visit to universities in the US Southwest, Tirado was in Albuquerque in late March, where he gave
several public lectures on the situation in Nicaragua. In the following interview, Tirado discusses the
situation in Nicaragua, and especially social conflict in rural areas, internal divisions in the FSLN,
and the relationship between the Sandinistas and the Nicaraguan popular movement. In Part 2 of
the interview, to be published in the May 8 issue of the Central America Update, Tirado discusses
neo-liberalism, the role of the left in Latin America, and other matters regarding the post-Cold
War order in the Western Hemisphere. Question: Two years after the change in government in
Nicaragua, the country faces a complex panorama. Financial stabilization has been accompanied
by the unprecedented impoverishment of the population. Social conflict is a daily occurrence in
the countryside and the cities. Political alliances are established on a particular day, to be dissolved
the next. After having won the 1990 elections, the National Opposition Union (UNO) has virtually
disintegrated, and the FSLN also faces a lack of definition and internal schisms. Where is Nicaragua
headed? Tirado: I think Nicaragua is on the road towards national reconstruction. The overall
effort is aimed at economic recovery, which is the only viable basis for achieving political and
social stability. There is really no other option in Nicaragua at this time than economic recovery,
which requires enormous sacrifices. Q: During the 1980s, the Nicaraguan peasantry was split
between two great forces in the countryside the Sandinistas and the contras. In fact, the FSLN
acknowledged, even before losing the elections, that its agrarian policies were inadequate and
that it had never secured a stable social base in much of the countryside. In early March, peasants
from the independent National Union of Farmers and Ranchers (UNAG), together with former
contras ("recontras") and former Sandinista soldiers and pro-Sandinista peasants ("recompas"),
joined together to form the National Campesino Coordinating Committee (Coordinadora Nacional
Campesina-CNC). Is the Nicaraguan peasantry acquiring its own internal unity and identity,
its own class profile, after years of division and conflict in the countryside? Tirado: Without
doubt, there has been a reunion of sorts in the countryside. The different forces that were pitted
against one another as a result of the war have come together. However, I would stress that the
earlier divisions were more complex than simply portraying the peasants as victims of erroneous
Sandinista agrarian policies, or that the peasantry, as a class, was an anti-Sandinista force, as
some have done. Developing policy towards the peasantry has bedeviled all revolutions. The rural
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transformations that the Sandinista Front proposed after 1979 unfolded in the context of a highly
complex and difficult situation in the countryside, as well as rural traditions and social relations
deeply rooted in peasant culture. What is taking place now is a coming together of two forces in
the countryside those peasants who took up arms against what they considered to be errors in
the revolution's rural policies, and those peasants who took up arms to defend what they won
through the revolution, e.g., peasants from the cooperatives and other agrarian reform sectors. This
new peasant movement is very important, because the peasantry is, for the first time, attempting
to create its own instruments of political and economic struggle. The former members of the
Nicaraguan Resistance (contras), former Sandinista soldiers and supporters in the countryside,
UNAG, and others who are now seeking land, are really developing a powerful peasant movement.
This is a new social force crystallizing around a series of social and material demands, including
government compliance with what it promised (plots of land for demobilized contras), further
distribution of land for all those in need, and technical assistance, production credit and inputs. The
peasantry is developing a strong movement not only from a political, but also an economic, point
of view. It is seeking a fundamental and genuine transformation of the Nicaraguan countryside
a project that the revolution was never able to complete on the basis of their own initiative and
without impositions from the outside. Without doubt, the peasantry is acquiring a class profile; it
is becoming conscious of its own interests. Not only that, the peasantry is defining its own interests
in conjunction with the interests of other sectors who have been part of the revolution's social
base, including the trade unions, the small- and medium-scale agricultural producers, artisans and
industrial producers, etc. Q: Delegates to the FSLN's first party congress held last July passed a
resolution calling on the party to develop concrete policies and strategies towards the countryside.
Has there been progress on this resolution? Tirado: The party's Agrarian Commission is now
functioning. Its first task has been to analyze the social composition of the countryside. We have a
cooperative sector, small- and medium-scale producers, and large-scale producers. There is also
a new sector of landowners, those rural workers who received some of the land from state farms
which have been privatized. However, this privatization process, along with other land distributed
or redistributed by the new government, has created new tensions, because some former rural
workers and landless peasants have not received anything. The Agrarian Commission is analyzing
this conflict in order to propose concrete solutions, taking into account that this is also a problem
of Sandinismo, given that there are many Sandinista peasants involved in these conflicts. Second,
the Commission is looking into the situation of arbitrary land seizures by former contras and
soldiers. This situation concerns the Sandinista Front because much of the land being seized is
coming under the control of rural organizations which were, or are, identified with the FSLN. In this
regard, the Agrarian Commission is interested in ensuring that all these new landowners become
efficient producers on the land they gain control of, that they become a cornerstone of the country's
economic recovery. Q: Isn't there a contradiction between an increasingly belligerent and selfconscious movement of small- and medium- scale individual and cooperative member peasant
producers, and the current government's economic policies of free market neo- liberalism and
promotion of agro-exports concentrated in the hands of large-scale producers? Is it possible that
land will tend to become reconcentrated, or that a latifundista sector will reemerge? Tirado: I don't
think the kind of latifundismo characteristic of the Somoza era will reappear, but there is a danger
of a new concentration of land tenure. There is currently much instability in the countryside, and
property ownership is really up in the air. Many who received land before the change of government
have not yet had their ownership legalized. If the broad sector of small peasants and all those who
recently received land do not receive bank loans, technical assistance, legal titles to their land, and
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other forms of support which will allow them to work the land productively, then they run the
risk of having to sell their land, and concentration could take place in this way. Q: The recontras,
the recompas, and other peasant groups have consistently charged that the government has been
neglecting small farmers, refusing to provide credit, stalling in granting legal titles, etc. And the
data indicates that many peasants are at the verge of bankruptcy or have in fact already lost their
land to large landowners, including to investors returning from Miami. Tirado: The problem has
not at all been resolved. There are hundreds of thousands of people who became property owners
since the revolution and since the change of government whose ownership has not been legalized.
These land plots cannot be arbitrarily confiscated, but denying production loans is another matter,
another means of taking away land. Right now banks are saying that proof of land ownership is a
requirement for receiving credit. [Our position is that] all those working land should immediately
receive credit, and subsequently, it will be necessary once and for all to resolve the issue of legal
ownership. Otherwise, there will be no stability in the countryside, no economic recovery. Q: On
another theme, the Sandinista Front has put forward two basic objectives. One is to contribute
to national stability and economic recovery. The other is to represent the interests of the popular
sectors. Some Sandinistas emphasize the former, and others, the latter. Are these two objectives
compatible, or are they contradictory? Tirado: They are compatible. But productive investment
and economic recovery are the priorities. Stability cannot be achieved merely by supporting
the peasantry or the workers in their demands, no matter how just those demands are. Without
economic resources, without a clearly defined economic policy, stability is difficult. Stability cannot
be achieved without investment and growth. Q: Many have pointed to the never-ending protests
and demands from the popular sectors as the source of the current situation of chronic social
instability and "ungovernability" in Nicaragua. Is this situation due to objective material limitations
that the country faces, or is it a result of antagonistic interests among different social sectors? Tirado:
There are diverse views on this. But I insist that you can't fight for popular interests in a vacuum;
popular demands must have political, social and economic content. Of course popular protest and
mobilization are going to be a constant feature of our countries, given their underdevelopment
and the sophisticated level of organization that trade union and popular movements have reached.
But blindly making demands in a country such as ours that does not enjoy economic stability or
much material wealth is problematic. This is why I say that in order to struggle for popular interests
in Nicaragua one must struggle for the economic reconstruction, recovery and development of
the country. You are not achieving anything positive in a country such as ours by simply limiting
yourself to economic demands of popular sectors, independent of whether the interests of other
sectors also come into play. Q: In practice, what does the Sandinista Front do when its own social
base is mobilizing and protesting under the banner of popular socio-economic demands? Tirado: Of
course these demands can be supported, but with the understanding that the solution must involve
lifting the country out of its misery. Sometimes the workers' movement, the workers' demands for
wage increases, receive blanket support on the basis of a conjunctural rather than a strategic vision
of things. Q: Is the Sandinista Front providing that strategic vision to these conjunctural struggles?
Tirado: We still have not provided a strategic vision because we have not really developed our
own alternative economic policies. The only economic policies on the table are the government's,
and we must reach some sort of agreement with the government in order to be able to move on
towards our own strategic vision. If our strategic vision is not negotiated or discussed with those
who are in government, then it would be very hard to put it into practice, because such a vision has
to be synchronized with diverse economic interests in society via a process of "concertacion." Q:
In the meantime, what is the role of the Sandinista Front with regard to these popular struggles?
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The argument can be made that, in any country, peasants without land will fight for land, those
laid off will fight for their jobs, workers will fight to maintain their salaries, irrespective of strategic
visions or government programs. Where does the FSLN fit in? Is the Sandinista Front in a position
to give some coherence or leadership to these struggles? Tirado: I think the FSLN must relate to
this panorama by giving coherence and leadership to the [popular] movement. But I insist that it
must fit in strategically, and not conjuncturally. If we limit ourselves to short-term demands and
issues then we are not playing our role of providing a strategic framework to these struggles...
[L]eadership must be exercised with a long-range perspective. Otherwise, all these conjunctural
social struggles you see in Nicaragua wage demands, struggles over property ownership, etc.
could very well receive a conjunctural reply from the government and the whole thing remains
within the existing framework. So what is the conclusion? We simply cannot remain at the level of
immediate events. We must provide a forward looking vision to all these social struggles; we must
turn a conjunctural movement into a struggle for the future. Q: Many have spoken of a crisis in
the Sandinista Front: the FSLN is stagnant, there is discontent among mid-level cadre and apathy
among the grassroots base. The party's role in Nicaragua has not been defined, there are public
disputes among the top leadership and several "currents" (factions). Where is the Sandinista Front
headed? What are the prospects that the FSLN may reverse the current tendency, begin to reactivate
its own base, and regain majority support in society? Tirado: One should not become too surprised
or alarmed over the existence of different currents within the FSLN, or assume that this will lead to
a split in the party. The Sandinista Front has always existed with these contradictions, these internal
differences. The key point is that these different groups, currents, or tendencies are putting forward
different positions regarding immediate and conjunctural issues in the party and the country such
as salary demands, agrarian policies, etc. These are not divisions around any long-term strategic
vision for Nicaragua, because such a vision has yet to be articulated. I don't think there is going
to be any major crisis that puts an end to the FSLN. The Sandinista Front will remain as such, and
it is going to play a very important role in the country over the next decade. Q: Could the FSLN
become a "multi-tendency" party such as the Workers Party (Partido dos Trabalhadores-PT) in
Brazil? Tirado: These are two distinct situations, and you can't make such a direct comparison. In
the first place, the Sandinista Front has always survived with different tendencies in its midst. And
in the second place, these different tendencies diverge over interpretations, over specific historical
contexts in which we have found ourselves. But these are long-term interpretations, and therefore
do not lead to sharp internal contradictions or divisions. I could explain to you in detail the different
interpretations that have existed...[at the highest levels of the FSLN] over the past 10 years, and you
would see that such differences never led to strategic contradictions, as has happened in the past
with other revolutionary movements in Latin America. On the contrary, discussion of differences
amongst ourselves leads to unity, strength and coherence. Q: Gen. Humberto Ortega, who heads
the Nicaraguan armed forces, has come out in favor of the "doctrine of constitutionality," according
to which the role of revolutionaries and Sandinistas today in Nicaragua is to strictly defend the
constitution and the institutional framework in Nicaragua. For many Nicaraguans, the existence
of a non-repressive army, of the Sandinista Popular Army (EPS), is the most important outcome of
the revolution. But at the same time, sectors in the government, private business and the US are
demanding that the armed forces become a repressive force capable of imposing order. Tirado:
The armed forces were born out of the revolution and so they coincide with the interests of the
revolution and cannot be repressive. Q: We are not asserting that they are. But the "doctrine of
constitutionality" asserts that the army must obey the constitution, and the constitution states that
the executive commands the army, and important sectors in the executive, with the support of
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the US and private enterprise, are undertaking efforts to "constitutionally" transform the army
and police forces into the repressive instrument that they believe Nicaragua requires. Is there no
danger here, no contradiction? Tirado: Yes, but [it is not logical to] use a repressive instrument
in Nicaragua, because the problem of poverty, which is Nicaragua's main problem, is not going
to be overcome through repression. Poverty in Venezuela is distinct from poverty in Nicaragua,
because in the former you have poverty alongside wealth, but in Nicaragua there is no wealth,
no economic progress. So people are demanding things that don't exist. Maybe in Nicaragua if
wealth existed that could be distributed, then we could talk about repressing popular demands
versus a more equal distribution of wealth. Sincerely, I don't see any basis for repressing those
poor workers who insist on burning tires, on occupying buildings. Small groups carry out these acts
out of desperation, even behind the backs of the workers. These are not revolutionary struggles,
struggles that lead to economic development but only to stagnation. Some workers don't realize
this, believing that with these kinds of struggles they will be able to wring concessions from the
state. But the state simply doesn't have anything. So the army doesn't fit into this picture [as a
repressive force]. Q: The FSLN is seeking a new relationship with the US that avoids confrontation.
Is there any role for anti- imperialism in a country that is in the "backyard" of the United States?
Tirado: Look, you can talk about anti-imperialism at the level of ideological conception, in your
political and historical culture. You can draw up plans and programs taking into account that
imperialism is a concrete social relation in the world. But to adopt the attitude that there it is and
you are going to confront it is another thing. Imperialism and empires exist in this world, whether
you want to focus on Western imperialism, on Russian imperialism, or what have you. Imperialism
is a phenomenon determined by the march of human history. Empires will end when humanity
comes together, when there is a worldwide "concertacion," and when the international community
begins to collectively resolve the world's problems, and when the powerful countries are not the
ones imposing decisions and policies. But the problem of anti-imperialism is another issue. If you
design a platform proposing to attack imperialism and according to the concepts of the traditional
revolutionary movements exterminating imperialism, I would say that there is little possibility of
putting an end to imperialism, certainly not in this or the next decade. Q: The question regarding
US imperialism is less ideological than practical. Nicaragua as a country has no plans to change
the internal situation in the United States. But the US has concrete projects for transforming and
molding the internal situation in Nicaragua. And these plans are being implemented on a daily
basis. So the question is a practical one. What does the Sandinista Front, as a revolutionary party
in Nicaragua, do in the face of this interference, whether or not you want to call it imperialism?
Does a response to this concrete US interference in Nicaragua's internal affairs become part of the
FSLN's own platform and program? If so, how? Tirado: I don't believe the United States has any
plan to do away with all vestiges of revolution in Latin America. If it did, it would have to do away
with all the governments in Latin America, because each government is thinking of how to pull their
country out of backwardness. I don't think the United States is trying to do away with us, neither
economically nor militarily. I think the US goal is to make the Latin American countries become part
of their market, just as the European Economic Community is doing in Europe and Japan is doing
in Asia. From the economic viewpoint, the US is not interested in destabilizing us, in subjecting us
to extreme poverty, in colonizing us. It is seeking to build a consumption market in Latin America,
to create consumers for its products, so that, for instance, a peasant baby uses disposable diapers.
This does not represent an obstacle for us. On the contrary, the US has to develop an economic
dynamic here so that in 10 or 20 years we are competing with Europe. In your vision, they would
want to reduce us to 400 million illiterates, without any capacity to consume. That would, in fact,
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be a reactionary position, but I don't think it is what they [US officials] are thinking. Q: The FSLN
has decided to join the Socialist International. Is this part of a reconceptualization of the party's
international relations? Tirado: Sure it is. We have joined the SI as part of this new international
period, and it is necessary to bring the Socialist International back to its original roots to return to
1905 and to create a real social democracy, which really struggles for social demands. The critics
of social democracy claim that it revolved around defending capitalism and the bourgeoisie. But
in the aftermath of the Second World War social democracy was reconstructed, as part of the
reconstruction of Western Europe. The SI could not remain on the sidelines of that reconstruction
effort; it would have been isolated and would have disappeared. Social democracy participated in
reconstruction, and in the development of democratic institutions on the basis of electoral processes.
It was impossible [in the post-WWII period] for social democracy to determine the course of the
development of systems that were built in the post-War era. Now that a capitalist economic base
has been constructed, it is no longer the responsibility of social democracy to defend it, and there
is a now a theoretical, human and material base [for social democracy]. * William I. Robinson and
Gioconda Espinoza Robinson are journalists who worked in the Managua headquarters and the
Washington bureau of the Nicaraguan News Agency (ANN) during the 1980s.
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